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I see a different city through the windows.

Every day Blue Davis brings keys 
to another level, and I collect offices and stairwells,

hallways and electrical closets. Every day 

of white powder and the
The room with Styrofoam plates

Have you ever seen a building quite this nice?

Blue Davis

This afternoon I found a newspaper in the foyer open to
the obituary page, and I thought of Blue Davis who took me 
to the roof on my first day here and said, pointing to a raised 
rectangular hatch, I used to lay there with my wife; it was just 

us and the entire city and I thought of my dad reading the obits,
  where old men look for names they remember. 

Are you with Scientology? Blue asked me
on the first day, casually, a few minutes 
into the job, in the basement, nine stories over us.

We are not as close as it seems; my Oakland does not border yours.
   There is no line between us, despite what my transit map says. Or 
there is a line and the topography is more complex than avenues and cars can negotiate

because of what we are, and what we tried to be in the ruins of what we were
 and perhaps now we are running through hand-drawn maps toward real places

I'll miss this building.

Before we went down: Blue
 said to me, I have a secret . He placed
his arms on the reception desk in the lobby. I leaned in
   and Blue said, Big Al asked why the air conditioning was on,

and I told him the architect* was here, and he said, "Tell that motherfucker

  to come down here and knock on my door and I'll give him a salt tab."

*I am not the architect. I am the illustrator. I did not interrupt. 

I forgot about punctuation for a full day but didn't speak to anyone
 in an old bank in Kansas City, Missouri, ten or eleven stories all vacant now,
even the KC Star which operated for a time out of the teller window on the entry level

gone.

Post-its curling off walls.

Dropped ceilings in decline.

 lewd, drooping ducting.

KC Star Teller Window

morning and a couple hours each night.

bought it at auction and rented it out, and I came by every day, three hours in the 

tenants we ever had , Blue says. A little Asian man owned the building. He 

The Kansas City Star  took up the first three levels for thirteen years. Worst

I guess they're moving the fuck in.

Blue laughed while he said that.

Big Al's bathroom mirror is framed by vanity lighting. He's a volunteer minister.

shirt and smiling on one side.

I'm trying , I said.

 You 'bout to wrap it up?  he says to me one day in passing, pulling his leg and tucking his

Big Al is with Scientology. He lives

Blue and I rouse him one morning so I can measure the space
  and its attached bathroom; Big Al tucks in his shirt with his 
back to us and mutters about a long night.

     in the basement of the old bank, in a large room, a 
                                              cavernous room off the foyer.
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DATUM

GATE AND AWNING NOT SHOWN

7'-11"

One finger on the alarm, an eye on the door.

The elevator operates on its own. With headphones I can't tell what's real.
When I see shadows dash behind columns I turn the music off
peer into vacant rooms 
see Pittsburgh through windows 
 then remember Kansas City, Missouri, which gives way to Kansas City, Kansas 
  in a matter of streets State Line Road, for instance.

I spent the afternoon without punctuation but tonight is full of pauses
 which are better than nothing.

What will you do without me. Tell me what you will do.

The second floor is trying to do me in. Between one room and the next, I lose
   three and a  half inches. The windows should line up but my drawing says
they checker the side of the building. Everything works on each level but 
  they don't match floor to floor. I spend days looking for crooked walls,
 hidden jogs columns that do not return to the plane.
It takes longer than we imagine.
  We are away, and the sheets are too crisp
 or have become foreign to us as a new warmth escapes
so that our backs are cool while sweat pools on our bellies
  which cool as our backs heat up against the sheets
until we do not know where we are, Pittsburgh or Kansas City
 or even Oakland, but surely not Oakland, not yet.

I check each level, curse at certain rooms and bid them all farewell.

 Whatever these rooms will become. Whatever they have been.

The basement with its damp concrete and large iron doors and carcasses of giant bugs,
  some still moving languidly, bellies to the distant beams.

Skeleton of signage in the sky.

Puddles between parapets after 
           weeks of unrelenting sun.

Giant

 giving way to the roof.
Machinery on the top story

Archways above and below reach.

This building is full of ghosts, or worse,
nothing

What will it be like without you tied to a chair
waiting

None of these windows opens.

Alone today on the fourth floor on the first day of summer keeping
hallways and abandoned offices aligned, checking windows against

other floors with ray lines shot to infinity, I thought of you
in a Pittsburgh thunderstorm running through

Shadyside, considering the shelter of an unknown neighbor's porch.

On their way out, office workers on the second floor left their keys
in a Styrofoam bowl. A note says

"before you move," which seems euphemistic.

Poem taped to the teller counter on the entry level:
a bird sings a morning song

until the last line, when the speaker breaks his reverie
to smash the bird's head

the punchline: I am not a morning person.

wrenches
cartoon

Steel portal to a room of empty lockers.


